
Q1. What features can I implement with the Chord SDK? 

A1. The Chord SDK is a network framework that makes it easy for people without professional networking skills 
to discover many devices connected to the same subnet. It helps them group the devices through chord 
channels, and exchange files and data between the devices. 

  

Q2. Is a separate tool provided with the Chord SDK so that I can test without a device? 

A2. An add-in emulator is provided in Eclipse, an Android development environment. If you do not have any 
devices, you can use two desktop computers and their emulators in Eclipse for communication. If you have 
one device and one computer, you can use the emulator installed in the computer for communication 
between the two. 

  

Q3. What is the difference between Chord and other short-distance network connections such as Wi-Fi Direct 
and Bluetooth? 

A3. In general, Wi-Fi Direct and Bluetooth refer to a physical network interface connection. 

Chord is a top layer messaging protocol that uses the TCP/IP network.  

  

Q4. Is it possible for information about a channel connection to be hacked and then for unauthorized nodes to 
get connected? 

A4. Because Chord SDK v1.0 does not support additional authorization or encryption, unauthorized nodes 
might get connected. Therefore, authorization and encryption should be implemented through the application 
protocol. 

However, the security features in the Chord SDK will be improved in the future. 

  

Q5. It seems like the AllShare Framework and Chord are similar in terms of functionality. How differently are 
they used and what is their difference in terms of features? 

A5. The AllShare Framework is primarily used to share the content in a mobile device with a smart TV. It 
supports 1:1 communication. On the other hand, the Samsung Chord SDK is used to share messages and files 
between mobile devices, and supports n:n communication. This means that Chord SDK lets app developers 
manage groups without having to do so between each pair of devices. 

 

 

Q6. When a node inside a channel leaves the Wi-Fi connection area, it gets disconnected. When it re-enters 
the connection area, how will it get reconnected? 

A6. When Wi-Fi gets disconnected, Chord sends the application a disconnection message. 

It is up to the application developer to wait for reconnection or to stop Chord immediately. 

If Chord is not stopped and the network gets reconnected during the wait, the onStarted method will be 
automatically called and STARTED_BY_RECONNECTION will be allotted as the reason. In this case, the network 
automatically joins the channel it previously joined. So, the application does not have to make it join a channel. 

  

Q7. When developing an app using Chord, how do you correct a network delay that occurs during data 
exchanges between nodes? 

A7. Chord SDK v1.0v only supports communication in the same subnet. Therefore, almost no network delay 
occurs. The Chord SDK is not responsible for a minor network delay. 

 


